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MILLENNIALS: A TEASER OF FUTURISTIC GENERATIONS
Born between 1980 and 1996, the Millennials, also known as generation Y, have made up about 25% of the
world’s population as of 2018, and by 2050, they are expected to account for three-fourths of the global
workforce. Equipped with a global spending power of $2.5tn as of 2016, Millennials are about to experience
one of the most expensive inter-generational transfers to ever happen, inheriting over $30tn from Baby
Boomers (1946–1964) and Generation X (1965–1980). Aged between 19 and 39 years, they are very digitallysavvy and more educated than previous generations, but are slow earners and highly debt-burdened, with
low priority given to savings and retirement plans. Millennials believe in the ‘sharing economy’, which
favours renting over ownership, subscribing over purchasing and borrowing over buying. For example,
instead of owning a house or a car, they prefer to rent it and subscribe to services that provide access to
necessary items.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, A.T. Kearney

UAE MILLENNIALS VS. GLOBAL PEERS
The spotlight is on the 2.5mn Millennials in the UAE, who are more opulent in as compared to global peers,
typically spending twice as much as their European peers. In fact, the Middle East was the only region that
recorded an increase in high net worth wealth in 2018, as per Boyden’s quarterly wealth management
reports. Millennials in the UAE are exposed to the luxurious life in cities such as Dubai and are raised in the
comfort of familial wealth, which makes them spend more on non-essentials and high-value items such as
travel, luxury shopping and gold. UAE Millennials are also more dependent on gadgets and technology,
evident from the 25% increase in eCommerce in 2015. The generation is risk averse with low trust in equities
or investments as they have lived through the Great Recession of 2008. Moreover, job and political
insecurities are deep rooted in their investment decisions, which make them highly entrepreneurial, even
more than their global counterparts. 63% of business owners were aged less than 35 years, with 46% of
them starting their business while still in school or university, the highest proportion in the world.
The average UAE Millennial earns about $40,000 annually, spending as much as 30–50% of their monthly
salaries on indulgences and non-essentials. Bolstered by generational family wealth, they also have the
luxury to scope out property investments, unlike the Millennials in other countries. Indeed, as many as 41%
are interested in buying a house (from a pool of 1596 owners and seekers as per the survey conducted by
dubizzle Property – the UAE’s biggest and most visited property platform). Almost 40% of the Millennials in
the UAE are saving up to travel, while 35% are saving for a ‘rainy day’ as per the financial goals set on Liv. –
a lifestyle digital bank by Emirates NBD.
When it comes to investing, just about 38% of UAE adults are considered financially literate, 68% of the
population have no formal savings, across the age and economic spectrum, and 94% experience financial
stress. 25% of the Millennials do not believe in the stock market, while the other three quarters favour cash,
real estate, gold and bitcoin over equities. 77% do not have an advisor, and only 39% actually want one.
Only 38% are in their workforce retirement plan, with 41% having no retirement savings at all. As per Natixis
Global Survey, Middle East Millennials only save about 11.44% of their annual income for retirement,
although they aspire to save 20% as per one of the leading UAE based banks, at par with their global peers.
However, they prefer short-term investments over long term as given in the table below.
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Investment Horizons Preferred by Millennials

Investment Horizon

Percentage

Less than 3 years

26%

3-5 years

38%

5-10 years

24%

10+ years

12%

Source: Global Survey of Financial Professionals conducted by CoreData Research

Source: Global Survey of Financial Professionals conducted by CoreData Research

From a psychological view, Millennials are self-driven and when it comes to investing, they prefer to make
their own investment decisions. Most Millennials expect about 8.8% of annual returns (above inflation), but
about 68% Millennials in the UAE prefer safety over investment performance.
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Source: Global Survey of Financial Professionals conducted by CoreData Research
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ESG PREFERENCE AT MOST
There is overwhelming evidence showing a strong connection between Millennials’ investing decisions and
social activism. In fact, over 80% Millennials say that it is important that the companies they invest in are
ESG complaint and adhere to strong principles of welfare. Almost 75% of Millennials in that survey said they
would be more likely to contribute, or increase their contributions, to a workplace retirement plan if they
knew their investments were doing social good.

Source: Global Survey of Financial Professionals conducted by CoreData Research

The average Millennial (oldest one now approaching 40) is expecting to stop working at 61 years, with about
24 years of retirement years ahead of them. About 73% are aware of the amount they require to fund this,
but only 64% have taken concrete steps to achieve that figure. In the Middle East, 74% Millennials believe
that they will receive retirement contributions from their children, highest across the globe.

BOTTOM LINE: EITHER EARN MORE OR START INVESTING!
Millennials form the bridging generation between a conventional way of living life (as Baby Boomers and
Gen Xers did) and a digitally enhanced and integrated way of living life (as Gen Z’s do). It is the generation
that has one leg in the past, equipped with traditional knowledge, and the other leg in the future, where
gadgets are taking over traditional forms of life. As their lives mature towards 40, it is also pertinent for their
spending habits to mature. One of the trends catching on with Millennials is the ‘FIRE’ (Financial
Independence Retire Early) movement, which entails saving 40–70% of one’s earnings for about 10–15 years
to accumulate a nest egg large enough to fund a frugal but comfortable early retirement life. For example, if
an average Millennial (aged 30 years) wants to retire at 45 years of age, giving them about 30–35 years of
retirement life ahead, they will need to gather a corpus fund of over $750,000 today. This translates to a
savings rate of 45–50% of their monthly salaries. Considering that this corpus only covers essential expenses
for life, it is important to bring in the reality of debt repayments, saving up for future emergencies, family
needs and bigger costs. With a high cash requirement and low savings capability, robust wealth management
will help them reach their goals. Currently, only 35% Millennials are saving up for their retirement. However,
with the right investment products, customised banking services and digital tracking of their life, they might
just be able to give enough to the next generation, whilst unburdening their own debt.
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